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The Tamiya 1/350 scale USS Missouri  was first issued in the early 1980’s.  The kit is very accurate in its hull and  

superstructure  shape and configuration.  The main deck comes in three sections and the mid-deck section is slightly short, 

which can be easily fixed.  There are main deck inserts for the 20mm gun positions  and the tiny voids along the inner  

edges of these inserts can be filled with the addition of thin plastic strips. There is no surface detail on the superstructure sides, 

but this can easily be added.  Even with these short comings, the Tamiya kit can be built into an outstanding representation of 

the USS Missouri in her final World War II configuration.  
 

The superstructure sides were enhanced by locating and drilling out portholes, adding Gold Medal Models photoetch hatches,  

surface details and small scratchbuilt vents.  The molded on anchor and mine sweep chains were scraped off and real chains  

added. Some scratchbuilding was needed for the mine sweep chain configuration.  Gold  Medal  Models has two different  

photoetch sets for the Missouri and both were used along  with select photoetch details from the Eduard Missouri detail set.   

 

The 5”/38 twin mounts, the 40mm quad Bofors, the Mk-51 directors, Mk-37 radars, the searchlights and the rope reels were  

replaced with  Black Cat Models 3D printed accessories.  The 20mm guns were replaced with Blue Ridge Models 3D printed  

accessories. These 3D printed products are easy to use and they are beautifully detailed. They greatly enhanced the appearance 

of the model and they also simplified construction.  The display base is a length of hard rock maple stained with Minwax red 

mahogany and the Plexiglas case was ordered from Specialty Plastic Fabrication located in  Hamilton, Ohio.  
 

The USS Missouri is painted in her late World War II measure 22 configuration of Navy Blue, Deck Blue and Haze Gray using  

Testors enamel paints and their clear dullcoat lacquer. 



The brass chain is 24 links/inch from Model Expo and it will 

be airbrushed flat black and used as the anchor chain. The  

smaller black chain is HO scale chain and it will be used for 

the mine sweep chain.  

The molded on anchor chain was carefully scraped off using 

a sharp X-Acto stencil knife.  The surface was wet sanded 

smooth with fine grit sandpaper wrapped around a  

length of balsa wood.  

The molded on mine sweep chain  was also removed with 

the stencil knife. The plastic surface on the elevated section 

of the chain locations was smoothed out using a  

fine grit sanding rod.  

With the molded on chain details removed and the surface 

wet sanded smooth to remove any scrape marks, it is time to 

start the detailing process.  

The chain holes for the both the anchor and mine sweep 

chain (at tip of bow) were carefully drilled out, the openings 

were enlarged with the tip of a number 11 X-Acto blade and 

then shaped with a round micro file.  

The molded on capstan for the mine sweep chain was  

drilled out from the underside with a .081 bit and the existing 

hole was drilled out with a .062 bit. The holes were filled 

with .080 inch and .060 inch rod.  
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The platform for the aft range finder tower had a few mold 

punch outs and these were removed with careful scraping.  

The surface was then wet sanded  smooth with a  

small sanding stick section.  

These assemblies are now complete and ready for priming.  

The photoetch hatches were glued over  

the existing hatch detail. 

Various sizes and lengths of photoetch bracing were  added 

to the undersides of these cantilever platforms for added  

detail. These photoetch parts came from the Alliance  

Modelworks support framing photoetch detail set.  

Small lengths of .030 inch quarter round were  used to hide 

the voids between these two parts.  

To hide the voids between the main assembly and the added 

framing detail, small lengths of .030 inch quarter round strips 

were glued into place.  

There was also a slight void between the outer edge of the 

framing and the upper deck that sits on top of this part. Small 

lengths of .030 inch half round were  used  

to hide these voids. 
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The inner rings have all been sanded smooth for better  

attachment with super glue.   

The kit’s SK-2 radar base was cut out and will be attached to 

the photoetch radar.  The rings have been attached and the 

center radar concentration post will need to be scratchbuilt.  

The concentration post was made from a length of .025 inch 

rod with a rounded end and the base was punched out with  a 

Waldron #4 punch.  The disk is .01 inches thick.  

This tiny Mk-27 radar was shaped with a micro file handle.  

This is how the Black Cat Models 3D printed Mk-37 radar 

bases are set inside the print frame. The rectangular shapes 

glue into the backsides of the bases.  

Use snippers for removing the stems on the arms first and 

then the stems on the bottoms of the Mk-37 bases.  Use  

cutters or a number 11 X-Acto blade to remove any  

residual stems that may be attached to the parts.  



The kits “A” frame was modified and .010 inch thick disks 

were glued to the sides of the photoetch pulleys to give them 

more depth.  The photoetch cable frame is from the Eduard 

detail set with a Waldron #4 Punched disk.  

The photoetch pulley assembly and the cable frame have 

been super glued into place. A strong back for the “A” frame 

was made from  .030 inch diameter rod and the tiny  

photoetch bracing (top arrow) came from the Eduard set.  

Additional tiny disks were inserted into the openings were 

the aircraft hook  photoetch parts attach to. The photoetch 

parts were then slide in between the disks.  

The 16 inch guns have mold lines around the entire perimeter 

of each gun. 

Careful light scraping with a sharp number 11 X-Acto blade 

held at approximately a 45 degree angle will  

remove these mold lines.  

The round shape of the guns can be restored by rotating the 

barrels inside 000 steel wool pads.  This also  

polishes the plastic.  
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Several applications of white glue applied with a .012 inch 

diameter stiff wire were needed to completely fill the void.  

The area was also primed between applications, which 

showed one area that needed more white glue.  

The voids around the 20mm platform main deck inserts were 

also filled with tiny drops of white glue applied with a .012 

inch stiff wire and contoured with a damp “Q” tip.     
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Long, straight railing lengths can be airbrushed  by slightly 

curving them while attaching them to masking tape.  This 

prevents them from falling over while being airbrushed.  

The whale boat bottoms were masked with thin strips of tape 

and then larger strips were added.  

The whale boat propellers were painted brass and the tiller 

handles were painted leather. The cables on the crane were 

painted flat black and the hooks were painted brass.  

The propellers were airbrushed brass and then given a coat  

of Testors dullcoat.  

These Gold Medal Models fire hose and hydrants were detail 

painted with the tips of round toothpicks.   

The insides of the Black Cat Models searchlights were  

painted silver with the tip of a round toothpick  
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Flat gull gray was applied to the outer edges of the railings 

where they attach to the deck with a detail brush.  

The forward stack assembly is now ready to be installed.  

The aft stack assembly has all its railings and it is ready  

for some rigging.  

The multi-piece railing length on the mid level platform was 

attached with white glue so they could be positioned  

properly.  Here again flat gull gray was applied with a detail 

brush at the base of the railings.  

The yardarm rigging is being installed using nylon sewing 

thread that was inked with a black indelible marker. Tiny 

drops of super glue were applied to the riggings locations on 

the outer yardarm holes.  

The excess lengths were cut with a single edge razer blade. 

This assembly is now ready to be installed. The upper  

rigging had to be cut off because it was bending  

the radar mast.  
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All the main deck railings have now been installed.  The Eduard stern railing was used because I bent the Gold 

Medal Models railing. All the railing bases on both sides 

 received an airbrushed  coat of Testors dullcoat at 15psi  

to hide the super glue.  
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